
There were some  issues encountered while using Custom Projects for strategy development.
1. Data in the strategy bank shown as N/A while the tradelist is intact 

I confirmed the tradelist was intact

This was a recurring issue in the past 2 days when I started to use Custom Project 
In the snippet below all data in another databank disappeared and was shown in N/A when I pressed the reload button.  I pressed reload button as I
saw above situation, i.e N/A in Overview but still data was still visible in the spreadsheet  below. 



This was my system Performance when I encountered such issue
Memory was still available,  the actual CPU usage was 85% (I paused the SQX project when taking the snippet)

After I closed and restarted the SQX some data recovered as in the Databank SWFO 



But some data in the another Databank D&P seem permanently shown as N/A despite tradelist was still available after relaunching SQX







I think this is a serious issue as data loss after several hours of work! Please help to fix the issue ASAP!

2. When a workflow is paused it it will not continued from where it paused after the SQX was closed and relaunched. It needs to start everything from
the beginning.

3. As shown below I have switched off the first 2 tasks (i.e D&P DB09 ;  D&P DB10) When I started the Custom Project , It did not skip these two
tasks and began with task 3 where I stopped. Instead it started from the beginning. 

4.Is a comprehensive user manual available for the complete function and definition of the parameters/indicators  used in the StrategyQuantX? PDF
version is preferable.



5.When Walk forward optimization is used, is it possible to export all the parameters in  walk forward history of different OOS periods? As to create a
code for checking the strategy performance of all compiled OOS periods in Tradestation/Multicharts
Below is the example of the WFH parameters from other code.
The attached tsscript.txt file below  is an example I found useful: the WFH parameters  could be exported in such a way.  It would be best if such
WFH parameters created could be inserted into the source code for strategies with walk forward optimization by StrategyQuantX! I believe this is a
relatively simple step to make SQX automation even better. 

6. As shown above the default window of "Results for: WF" is too small to show all results without scrolling. Worse still I could not find any way to
adjust the size of the window. Or did I miss anything from the tutorial video and documentations?
7. Is there any place I could find out how the Walk Forward optimization works in SQX? or more detailed information on using WFO in SQX?  As I
know, different platforms have different ways to perform WFO.  

Sorry for the lengthy descriptions and questions. Hope the above issues can be resolved ASAP.
Seriously, I am considering introducing StrategyQuantX to other members in my private trading forum. The versatility of setting the custom projects
might fit the current strategy development process in many of the fellow members.  

Thank You!


